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a b s t r a c t   

A series of V1−x-Fe-Co-Ni-Al1+x and V1−x-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu1+x high entropy alloys with varying compositions 
(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.75) has been investigated for magnetocaloric applications. Compositions were selected according 
to established properties, such as configurational entropy, atomic size difference, and enthalpy of mixing. To 
study the influence of composition on magnetic ordering temperatures, the V and (Al/Cu) contents were 
changed while the content of Fe, Co and Ni was retained at 20 at. % each. The crystal structure and mi-
crostructure of the as-cast alloys were compared to literature phase guidelines and thermodynamic cal-
culations based on the CALPHAD approach. The V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al compounds are monophasic and crystallize 
in a disordered body centered cubic structure or its ordered B2 variant, while the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu com-
pounds are all multiphasic. Magnetic transitions in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al system span over 400 K, with Curie 
temperature ranging from 155 K in equiatomic VFeCoNiAl, to 456 K in non-equiatomic V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75. 
The V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu alloys display magnetic transitions that span about 150 K, with Curie temperature 
ranging from 230 K for equiatomic VFeCoNiCu to 736 K for non-equiatomic V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. The magnetic 
properties of the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu compounds were evaluated by means of density functional theory. 
Individual element-specific moments, magnetic exchange integrals between atomic pairs, and Curie tem-
peratures were calculated. V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 is selected due to its Curie temperature of 329 K, and its cal-
culated isothermal entropy change of 0.75 J/kg.K for a field change of 5 T is comparable to other 3d metal- 
based high entropy alloys that form disordered solid solutions. 

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. 
CC_BY_4.0   

1. Introduction 

As climate change tends to raise average temperatures and in-
creases the occurrence of temperature anomalies, cooling and 
heating of common areas will play a crucial role in future worldwide 
energy demand [1,2]. In that regard, more efficient technologies will 
allow for lower stress on energy grids. Amongst the more promising 
alternatives to current domestic vapor compression technologies for 
refrigeration or air conditioning solutions, magnetocaloric devices 
stand out, as they use less environmentally deleterious substances 
whilst providing better efficiency during thermal cycling [3,4]. At the 
core of these devices are materials that heat or cool due to changes 
in their internal magnetizations; they are called magnetocaloric 

materials. The most common properties used to measure the in-
tensity of the magnetocaloric effect in a compound for a given 
magnetic field, are the adiabatic temperature change (dTad) and the 
isothermal entropy change ( Sm) [5,6]. The former can be obtained 
directly from specialized devices measuring the compound’s tem-
perature during a near-adiabatic magnetization/demagnetization 
cycle, while the latter can be calculated indirectly by magnetization 
measurements across a magnetic transition temperature, such as the 
Curie temperature (TC) in ferromagnetic (FM) systems, by adaptation 
of a Maxwell relation: 
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Here, µ0 is the vacuum permeability constant, Hi and Hf are the 

minimum and maximum applied magnetic fields, and ( )M
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the derivative of mass magnetization with respect to temperature 
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under a constant magnetic field. Among the most studied magne-
tocaloric compound classes are La(Fe,Si)13, Fe2P, magnetic shape 
memory alloys and MM′X compounds, where M, M′ are transition 
metals and X is a p-block element. These materials are attractive for 
magnetocaloric energy conversion due to their high Sm values  
[5–7]. Such high Sm values are ascribed to their First Order Phase 
Transitions (FOPT), which occur either due to concurrent structural 
and magnetic transitions (e.g., in MM’X and magnetic shape memory 
alloy compounds), or during magnetoelastic phase transitions (e.g., 
in La(Fe,Si)13 and Fe2P). However, the presence of hysteresis lowers 
the reversibility during a FOPT and hinders the application potential 
of such materials [8,9]. Therefore, it is crucial to lower the hysteresis. 
An alternative would be to develop new compounds with Second 
Order Phase Transitions (SOPT), that exhibit no hysteresis, with a 
reasonable Sm, thus exhibiting a bigger reversible effect. 

In this context, a new promising alloy concept that is drawing 
attention are High Entropy Alloys (HEA); they are disordered solid 
solutions (SS) formed by four or more metallic elements in similar 
proportions, ranging from 5 to 35 at. % [10,11]. Given the number of 
possible combinations due to such boundary conditions for the 
compositions, a trial-and-error approach would be an arduous pro-
cess. Therefore, research has focused on identifying trends in phase 
formation by assessing a series of thermodynamic parameters. 
Several of them influence the number of phases, and phase structure 
in such disordered solutions. MacDonald et al. argue that a config-
urational entropy (Sconf ) 12.465 J/mol.K (1.5 R, where R is the uni-
versal gas constant) favours the formation of disordered SSs [12]. 
Besides Sconf, atomic size difference ( ) 6.6 % and enthalpy of 
mixing ( Hmix) between −15 and +5 kJ/mol are property values that 
are said to help stabilize SSs in HEAs [13]. Guo [14] also argues on the 
role of Valence Electron Concentrations (VEC), where VECs <6.87 
tend to form body-centered cubic (bcc) alloys, 6.87 VECs 8 sta-
bilize a mixture of bcc and cubic close packed (ccp) structures, and 
VECs > 8 fully stabilize ccp structures. 

Such properties mentioned above help to provide guidelines for 
solid solution formation. Another method for prediction of structure 
and phase presence in alloys is the CALculation of PHAse Diagram 
(CALPHAD) method, which relies on data derived from experimental 
thermodynamic databases for binary and ternary alloys [15]. 

Investigations of HEAs were initially aimed at understanding 
phase formation and mechanical properties, primarily for structural 
applications. In recent years, their distinct electronic configurations 
sparked interest for applications such as hydrogen storage [16], 
thermoelectricity [17], and magnetism [18]. In the latter field, HEAs 
are explored for their soft and semi-hard properties, as their crystal 
structures, microstructures and electronic configurations can be 
easily modified towards the desired properties [19]. As candidates 
for magnetocaloric materials, HEAs based on 3d ferromagnetic 
transition metal elements could have great advantages, as they 
feature good chemical stability, high ductility, and could easily be 
processed into different shapes [20,21]. However, the lack of solu-
bility between certain elements, varying degrees of short range or-
dering and ultimately a low Sm have so far prevented HEAs from 
becoming serious candidates for magnetic cooling applica-
tions [22–24]. 

A combined approach employing computational and experi-
mental methods is advantageous for identifying new combinations 
of metallic elements that may yield the desired (micro)structure and 
magnetic properties. In this respect, a thorough understanding of the 
microstructural features of HEAs is crucial. While monophasic alloys 
were initially sought after, reports on multiphasic HEA systems have 
been showcasing a strong interplay between different phases, 

that can yield unexpected beneficial magnetic and mechanical 
properties [25–28]. 

To adjust the Curie temperature (TC) towards room temperature 
(RT) in alloys based on ferromagnetic transition metals, elements 
that create antiferromagnetic exchange interactions are used. Recent 
explorations include melt-spun MnFeCoNiCu and heat-treated 
CrFeCoNiAl, which employ mainly Mn and Cr, respectively to de-
crease TC [29,30]. 

In contrast, little attention has been given to V-containing HEAs. 
V can also induce antiferromagnetic interactions with Fe/Co/Ni, 
which lower TC to RT. In addition, little is known about its influence 
on the properties, structure and microstructure of Fe/Co/Ni-based 
HEAs to be used as magnetocaloric materials. Thus, the potential of 
V-containing HEAs remains unexplored. To bridge this knowledge 
gap, we present experimental and computational results regarding 
phase formation, (micro)structure, and magnetism for two different 
V-containing alloy systems: V1−xFeCoNiAl1+x and V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x 

(0 ≤ x ≤ 0.75), with Al or Cu as fifth elements. Cu and Al are em-
ployed in this study as they are abundant elements, that enable the 
formation of solid solutions by raising Sconf while having very dis-
tinct number of valence electrons, which modify the VEC. They also 
dilute the magnetic moments in the solid solutions, aiding in low-
ering Tc towards RT. These systems are chosen as the equimolar 
compositions feature suitable Hmix, and VEC values to form SSs. 
We study the influence of composition on magnetic ordering tem-
peratures and magnetic exchange interactions. This is achieved by a 
systematic variation of the V/Al and V/Cu ratios while retaining a 
content of 20 at. % for Fe, Co, and Ni each (60 at. % in total). The 
experimental results are complemented by CALPHAD modelling and 
density functional theory (DFT) to elucidate structural and magnetic 
properties in the studied alloys. 

2. Materials and methods 

Metallic powders of Fe, Ni, Co, V, Cu and Al of 99.9 % purity were 
weighed, mixed and arc melted in a Ti-gettered home-built arc 
melter in argon atmosphere. The samples were remelted and turned 
5 times to ensure homogeneity. Nominal compositions are described 
in Table 1. Phase presence and constitution were predicted by the 
CALPHAD method implemented by the Thermocalc 2021 software in 
combination with the TCHEA3 high entropy alloy database package. 
Property diagrams were obtained by considering all the possible 
phases, including intermetallic and intermediate compounds formed 
by the constituent elements. 

Table 1 
Selected properties for a series of V-Fe-Co-Ni-(Al/Cu) HEAs: configurational entropy 
(S )conf , atomic size difference (δ), enthalpy of mixing ( Hmix), and Valence Electron 
Concentration (VEC). The table also displays the refined lattice parameters (a) and 
standard deviations (σ) in brackets.        

Composition Sconf 

(J/mol.K) 
(%) Hmix (kJ/mol) VEC a ( ) (Å)  

V1FeCoNiAl1  13.38  5.38  –13.87  7.0  2.881(1) 
V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2  13.31  5.63  –13.03  6.92  2.886(1) 
V0.6FeCoNiAl1.4  13.11  5.86  –11.85  6.84  2.885(1) 
V0.5FeCoNiAl1.5  12.95  5.96  –11.14  6.8  2.884(2) 
V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75  12.33  6.21  –8.96  6.7  2.8815(3) 
V1FeCoNiCu1  13.38  2.88  –1.28  8.6  3.6108(9) 
V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15  13.34  2.72  0.32  8.78  3.604(1) 
V0.8FeCoNiCu1.2  13.31  2.66  0.84  8.84  3.606(1) 
V0.6FeCoNiCu1.4  13.11  2.4  2.92  9.08  3.601(1) 
V0.5FeCoNiCu1.5  12.95  2.25  3.93  9.2  3.5981(9) 
V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75  12.33  1.79  6.38  9.5  3.5960(9)    
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Crystal structure characterization was carried out by a Bruker D2 
Phaser Cu-K X-ray diffractometer ( = 1.5406 Å) in Bragg-Brentano 
configuration. Rietveld refinements were done using the Fullprof 
Suite software [31]. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) were carried out in a Hitachi 
SU8230 ultra-high resolution cold-field emission scanning electron 
microscope. 

Magnetic balance measurements were done on a modified 
Netzsch STA 449 – F3 Jupiter thermogravimetry / differential scan-
ning calorimetry device. Magnetic balance measurements are a va-
luable tool for obtaining knowledge on the magnetic transitions 
present in the alloys, and for the determination of trends caused by 
compositional variations. Furthermore, the presence of different 
magnetic phases can be detected by changes in slopes of descent of 
magnetization and/or by steps in the curves. 

By applying a magnetic field in a specific configuration on a 
thermogravimetry analysis device, the change in internal magnetic 
field of the sample produces a magnetic force which adds to the 
weight measured by the thermobalance. As the sample is heated up 
during the measurement, the internal magnetic field is weakened 
by the thermal energy, thereby lowering the measured weight until 
the magnetic ordering temperature TC is reached, and no further 
contribution to the weight exists. It is an indirect measurement of 
internal magnetization, comparable to a magnetization measure-
ment with a small applied magnetic field. Measurements were 
carried out in the temperature range from 300 K to 1273 K, with 
heating rates of 1 or 5 K/min. Magnetic balance data was normalized 
with respect to mass change in the samples and plotted as a func-
tion of temperature. The mass changes were normalized since the 
absolute values of mass change are dependent on factors such as 
sample shape and mass itself, which could influence the assessment 
of each composition. 

Magnetic measurements were carried out by either a Quantum 
Design Magnetic Property Measurement system or a Physical 
Property Measurement System. Measurements as a function of 
temperature were carried out in a persistent applied field of 
µ0H = 0.01 Tesla (T), and temperatures ranging from 10 to 370 K. 
Field dependent measurements were performed at 10, 50, 250, 350 
and 370 K, respectively, and applied fields in the range µ0H = 0–5 T. 
Field dependent measurements for the determination of the iso-
thermal magnetic entropy change, Sm, were carried out across the 
magnetic transition with 10 K intervals. 

Ground state magnetic properties were investigated using DFT  
[32,33] formulated within the Lyngby version [34] exact muffin-tin 
orbital method [35–39]. The chemical disorder was treated within 
the coherent potential approximation (CPA) [40,41]. The electrostatic 
correction to the single-site CPA was described using the screened 
impurity model with a screening parameter of 0.6. The one-electron 
Kohn-Sham equations were solved within the soft-core and scalar- 
relativistic approximations. s, p, d and f orbitals were included in 
the basis set. The Green’s function was calculated for 16 complex 
energy points distributed exponentially on a semi-circular contour 
including states within 1.1 Ry below the Fermi level. The presented 
results are obtained using the local spin density approximation 
(LSDA) to describe the exchange correlation effects. [42,43]. For the 
one-center expansion of the full charge density a lmax

h = 8 cutoff was 
used. The magnetic exchange interactions were calculated within 
the magnetic force theorem [44] for the ferrimagnetic configuration. 
The calculated exchange interactions were further utilized to esti-
mate the Curie temperature (TC) via Monte Carlo (MC) simulations 
implemented within the Uppsala atomistic spin dynamics (UppASD) 
software [45,46]. Such simulations were performed on a 

× ×40 40 40 supercell with periodic boundary conditions. The size 
and direction of the magnetic moments were chosen randomly at 
each MC trial and 10,000 MC steps were used for equilibration fol-
lowed by 50,000 steps for obtaining thermodynamic averages. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Evaluation of the thermodynamic parameters from nominal 
compositions 

The formation of disordered SSs in HEAs is ascribed mainly to the 
role of configurational entropy, where Sconf values 12.465 J/mol.K 
(1.5 R) help to stabilize SSs. In addition to the role of Sconf, properties 
such as , Hmix and VEC are of value as important guidelines for SS 
formation. Table 1 summarizes thermodynamic properties of V- 
containing HEAs reported in literature to date. With respect to the 
enthalpy of mixing, Hmix, we observe values ranging from −13.87 to 
+6.38 kJ/mol, thus almost all compositions have values that favor SS 
formation, except for V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. As for , differences are 
small and thus also favour the formation of solid solutions. When 
comparing the values of Sconf in the two systems, we find that 
compounds with V content < 0.25 are below the reported guideline, 
while those with V 0.25 have Sconf large enough to be considered 
HEAs according to the “configurational entropy definition". By 
evaluating the influence of VEC it can be concluded that except for 
V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75, all other compositions in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al 
system could be ccp, bcc or a mixture of these structures. In the V- 
Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system, all compositions should be ccp. To compare the 
literature guideline evaluations with thermodynamic database 
models, the compositions are modelled in CALPHAD and their ex-
pected structure and phase presence are described in detail in the 
next section.  

Equilibrium phases have been determined in the isopleths of 
phase diagram using CALPHAD, with Al and Cu substitutions as a 
function of V reduction, shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen from (a), the 
equilibrium phases present in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al system at RT are 2 

Fig. 1. Isopleth of V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al and V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu phase diagrams, with the mod-
ifications proposed in this article produced by the CALPHAD method. 
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ordered bcc phases (in B2 ordering), and a sigma phase intermetallic, 
a tetragonal V-rich phase seen in V-rich compositions, that is not 
present in the predictions featuring higher Al concentrations. At 
temperatures above 1000 K, only one bcc phase dominates since Fe 
and V solubilities in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al main solid solution increase 
in equilibrium [47]. 

In the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system, shown in Fig. 1(b), CALPHAD pre-
dicts the presence of 2 ccp phases, one bcc and one sigma phase in 
lower V concentrations at RT. With higher V concentrations, there is 
the formation of a secondary sigma phase at the expense of the ccp 
phase, thus forming a (ccp + bcc + sigma1 + sigma2) phase com-
position. At higher temperatures, the sigma phases get solubilized 
into a SS phase, with the formation of a secondary SS (one dis-
ordered V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu SS and a Cu-rich phase). This secondary ccp 
phase is present up to 1400 K, at which point it is liquified. In 
summary, the CALPHAD method provides a more detailed picture of 
the system after the initial evaluation based on thermodynamic 
properties. To assess the phases, present in the as-cast V-containing 
alloys, we turn our attention to the analysis of their crystal structure 
and microstructure using X-ray diffraction and scanning electron 
microscopy, respectively. 

3.2. Crystal structure and microstructure 

The V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al alloys were brittle in the as-cast state, thus for 
the X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements the samples were pul-
verized with a mortar and pestle. The patterns are shown in Fig. 2a. 
For all samples, the diffraction data could be indexed as disordered 
bcc or ordered B2 alloys, as indicated by the (100) reflection around 

2 = 30º. The respective lattice parameters are given in Table 1. 
Except for the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al equiatomic composition, the non- 
equiatomic compositions follow a trend towards smaller lattice 
constants, when the V content is lowered. Note, that the higher Al 
compositions (up to the V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75 composition) result in B2- 
ordered phase with clearly visible (100) superstructure reflections, 
corresponding to the end of the phase diagram seen in Fig. 1a. In this 
B2 ordering, symmetry is lowered towards the Pm-3m space group. 
Thus certain atoms remain in specific positions, modifying the 
structure factors influencing the diffraction pattern. The structure 
factors with the best description of the patterns occur when 1a 
positions are taken by V, Al and half of the Fe, whereas the remaining 
Fe, Co and Ni atoms occupy the 1b position [48]. 

To gain insight into the phase and element distribution after the 
solidification process for the as-cast V-containing alloys, SEM ima-
ging and EDS were carried out on V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2 and 
V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15. For compositions containing Al, the data shows a 
dendritic microstructure, see Fig. 2b. The composition measured 
with EDS in dendritic (clear) and interdendritic (dark) areas are 
displayed in Table 2, with no clear formation of secondary phases. 

Dendritic and interdendritic areas display very different com-
positions, which can be attributed to constitutional supercooling. 
This phenomenon occurs during cooling of alloys when local solu-
bility differences at solid/liquid interfaces result in a liquid that is 
poorer in certain elements. This creates an undercooling effect, 
leading to the formation of compositional gradients between den-
dritic (first solidification product) and interdendritic areas (solute- 
poor liquids that solidify in a later stage). In the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al alloys, 
constitutional supercooling acts to form dendritic areas richer in Ni, 

Fig. 2. a) XRD patterns for a series of V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al high entropy alloys (Cu Kα; λ = 1.5406 Å); b) SEM image in Back-scattered mode for V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2 displaying a dendritic 
microstructure; c) XRD patterns for a series of V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu compounds (Cu Kα; λ = 1.5406 Å); d) SEM image in Backscattered Electron mode for V0.8FeCoNiCu1.2 exhibiting the 
main SS in gray, the Cu-rich phase in clear regions and the areas in black where the sigma intermetallic phase was precipitated and removed during preparation. 
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Co and Al, with a higher solidification temperature, and inter-
dendrites richer in Fe and V in V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2which solidify later. 
The trend of Fe and V to be expelled from an early solidification front 
at lower temperatures is also proposed by CALPHAD as V and Fe tend 
to form a secondary bcc phase at lower temperatures (see Fig. 1a). 

The V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu HEAs were ductile, so the alloys were filed 
into fine powders. XRD patterns are shown in Fig. 2c. V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu 
alloys display only ccp reflections in their as-cast state with no signs 
of ordering. Note, that due to a different sample height, a different 
sample displacement factor occurs in the V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 sample, 
thus shifting its diffraction pattern slightly to the left. An example of 
the Rietveld refinement performed for V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 is seen in  
Fig. 3a. The observed reflection peaks evidence shifts from their 
expected positions, as well as broadening that cannot be modeled by 
FWHM Caglioti function or strain contributions described by regular 
Pseudo-Voigt profile functions. Instead, it is concluded that this is 
the result of stacking faults. Stacking faults in HEAs are quite 
common as a higher number of elements tend to reduce the stacking 
fault energy [49–51]. To correctly describe the influence of stacking 
faults in the diffraction pattern, the FAULTS program was used. 
FAULTS employs a Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm to model 
stacking faults and is part of the Fullprof suite. It is based itself on 
the DIFFaX program which computes diffraction from layered crys-
tals that contain stacking faults [52]. The best fit to the data with 
FAULTS for V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 is presented in Fig. 3a. The difference in 
the (200) peak position for a perfectly stacked ccp lattice, and one 
featuring stacking faults is exemplified in Fig. 3b. Note the improved 
peak shift description for the FAULTS refinement compared to Full-
prof, which is obtained by employing a mixture of intrinsic and 
extrinsic stacking faults, in a ratio between 50 % and 65 % intrinsic 
stacking faults, with stacking faults present from 6 % to 9 % of the ccp 
planes. 

The lattice parameters in V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x are lower with re-
duced V content, since Cu has smaller radius than V (see Table 1)  
[11]. The SEM micrograph for V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 in Fig. 2d obtained in 
backscattered electron mode evidences two SS phases. During later 
stages of sample preparation, a third phase is removed from the 
matrix. During grinding and polishing, the surface of the sample is 
submitted to high stress locally. In the case of microstructures 

featuring brittle phases or low coherence between the phases, some 
areas can be pulled out of the microstructure. Therefore, to gain 
insight about this phase, the chemical composition was determined 
by EDS during the intermediate stages of metallographic prepara-
tion. The results point towards the sigma phase, commonly formed 
between V, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu in HEAs [53]. Table 3 lists the com-
positions of different phases present in V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15, together 
with their average measured composition as determined by EDS and 
the nominal composition. 

The main phase is a SS that is poor in copper (12.7 at. %) but 
retains most of the ferromagnetic transition metals and V. The re-
maining Cu segregates into a secondary phase, whose formation can 
be ascribed to a lack of solubility of Cu in the main SS with V-Fe-Co- 
Ni-Cu. A subsequent diffusion of Fe, Co and Ni during cooling into 
the Cu-rich phase is also observed. Possible reasons for the poor 
solubility of Cu in the matrix can be related to an immiscibility be-
tween Cu and V, or low solubility of Cu with Fe and Co [24,47,54]. 
Despite the presence of a Cu-rich phase in the micrographs, the 
diffraction patterns of the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu samples appear to be 
monophasic. As the Cu-rich phase exhibits a ccp structure whose 
atoms are very similar in size to the main SS (Cu has atomic radius 
comparable to Fe, Co and Ni), the diffraction patterns for these two 
phases would show a significant overlap, especially considering peak 
broadening effects associated with lattice distortions in as-cast 
HEAs. The present findings illustrate, why complementary techni-
ques such as XRD and SEM are needed to fully describe the phase 
content, structure, and microstructure in HEAs. 

When evaluating the role of the literature parameters (Sconf, , 
Hmix and VEC), one can conclude that they enable early screening of 

SS compositions. Both systems contain SSs as majority phases: a 
monophasic bcc SS in the case of V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al alloys, and two ccp 
SSs in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system. It is important to highlight some 
specific property correlations, such as Hmixand for instance, 
which can be used together to determine mono and multiphasic 
solid solution fields [13,14]. VEC is also a relevant descriptor of 
possible structures in HEAs [14]. 

Nevertheless, they cannot be taken as the sole descriptors for 
phase presence and structure in HEAs. The Sconf property value used 
in the HEA literature assumes a completely random SS and neglects 
the possibility of a SS with a non-random distribution (sub-regular 
type solution). This is the dominant case in binary metallic systems  
[55]. The determination of Sconf in such sub-regular systems is not 
easily performed. Likewise, the Miedema model, commonly used for 
the determination of Hmix, is also only accurate in certain systems 
as it assumes liquid mixing of the binaries, not solid ones [11,56]. 
Their role is, therefore, mainly to guide the early composition 
screening. 

The experimentally observed phases at RT are also different from 
the ones predicted by CALPHAD. Instead, the samples are very si-
milar to the phase content seen in the CALPHAD predictions in 
temperatures above 1000 K. This is caused by the metastability of 
the as-cast HEAs. As-cast samples withstand cooling rates of hun-
dreds of degrees per second inside the Cu hearth during arc melting, 
enabling a metastable state. In this condition, only phases with a 
high thermal activation are formed, which are still present during 
the cooling process. At lower temperatures, thermodynamic equili-
brium cannot be reached due to the lack of diffusivity during regular 
solidification processes. 

In practical terms, this means that only phases seen in as-cast V- 
Fe-Co-Ni-Al and V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu are phases present in diffusion ac-
tive temperatures, above 1000 K. In summary, for the present HEAs 
in equilibrium, the literature parameters are a first step for de-
termination of possible solid solutions, and in a subsequent step the 
CALPHAD method provides accurate information of phase presence. 
Therefore, CALPHAD can be considered as a valuable tool for the 
prediction of phases in multicomponent alloys. 

Fig. 3. a) Rietveld refinements of V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 XRD pattern performed with the 
FAULTS program. b) comparison between the refinement with and without stacking 
faults performed with FAULTS and Fullprof, respectively. Observed intensities as dots, 
refined intensities as coloured lines, and difference plots on the bottom of each graph. 

Table 2 
Composition of dendritic areas, interdendritic areas, and the average composition 
measured in V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2 as determined by EDS. As a comparison, the nominal 
composition is displayed as well.       

Element Dendrite (%) Interdendrite (%) Average (%) Nominal (%)  

Fe 17.2  ±  0.8 24.0  ±  2.3 20.6  ±  3.8  20 
Co 21.8  ±  0.2 21.0  ±  0.1 21.4  ±  0.4  20 
Ni 22.2  ±  0.4 18.8  ±  0.9 20.5  ±  1.9  20 
V 12.4  ±  0.6 18.1  ±  1.9 15.3  ±  3.2  16 
Al 26.3  ±  0.9 18.0  ±  3.4 22.1  ±  4.8  24 
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3.3. Establishment of composition trends: magnetic balance and 
magnetic characterization 

The V1−xFeCoNiAl1+x as-cast samples feature a broad transition, 
spanning more than 300 K, as seen from the magnetic balance 
measurements in Fig. 4a. The V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75 sample is the only 
composition where magnetization reduction begins above RT, 
spanning from 300 to 723 K. In other compositions studied, it was 
not possible to infer where the reduction in magnetization begins, 
i.e., where the transition begins. The normalized curves in Fig. 4a 
feature different slopes. This can be a sign of inhomogeneities 
modifying local average exchange interactions and the local TC va-
lues, and then change the slope of the curves. To determine the 
behaviour in some compositions below RT, thermomagnetic mea-
surements were performed for VFeCoNiAl and V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2, see  
Fig. 4b. Curves were normalized in order to ease visualization. Ab-
solute magnetization values at different temperatures are better 
displayed in field-dependent measurements seen in Fig. 6a. 

Both equimolar and V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2 samples feature the same 
behavior seen in magnetic balance measurements with broad 

transitions spanning more than 300 K. As expected, samples with 
higher V content have their transitions shifted towards lower tem-
peratures. The Tc values are determined from the derivative values of 
magnetization as a function of temperature, see the inset of Fig. 4b 
for VFeCoNiAl and V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2, respectively. For VFeCoNiAl, 
V0.8FeCoNiAl1.2 and V0.25FeCoNiAl1.75, TC values were determined as 
155, 200 and 456 K, respectively. Compositions featuring transitions 
above or below the equipment’s temperature threshold did not have 
their TC measured, as it was not possible to capture the full extent of 
the transition. 

This continuous decrease of magnetization as a function of 
temperature is further evidenced in field-dependent magnetization 
M(H) measurements shown in Fig. 6a for the equimolar VFeCoNiAl 
composition. The saturation magnetization (MS) drops with tem-
perature, from 38 Am2/kg at 10 K to around 5 Am2/kg at 370 K. The 
magnetization shows a linear increase at higher fields, indicating a 
possible PM contribution to the ferromagnetic signal. 

The magnetic balance measurements for the V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x as- 
cast alloys, shown in Fig. 5a, feature narrower magnetic transitions 
compared to the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al samples, spanning only around 

Table 3 
Composition of main SS and Cu-rich SS phases in V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15, as well as the average composition for the alloy as determined by EDS. Nominal composition shown for 
comparison.        

Element Main SS (%) Cu-rich SS (%) Sigma (%) Average (%) Nominal (%)  

Fe 22.5  ±  0.6 2.5  ±  0.3 14.5  ±  1.4 18.3  ±  0.3  20 
Co 24.1  ±  0.2 1.9  ±  0.3 15.1  ±  1.2 21.4  ±  0.4  20 
Ni 22.8  ±  0.6 6.4  ±  0.2 13.7  ±  1.2 22.8  ±  0.2  20 
V 17.9  ±  2.0 0.3  ±  0.1 48.3  ±  3.4 15.0  ±  0.7  17 
Cu 12.7  ±  0.5 88.9  ±  0.3 8.4  ±  1.4 22.5  ±  1.5  23 

Fig. 4. (a) Indirect magnetization from magnetic balance measurements; (b) magnetization as a function of temperature for the V1−xFeCoNiAl1+x system.  

Fig. 5. (a) Indirect magnetization from magnetic balance measurements; (b) magnetization as a function of temperature for the V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x system.  
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150 K. Similar to the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al samples, a reduction in V content 
and increase in the fifth element content (Cu) raises TC to higher 
temperatures. Note, that the onset of the magnetic transition for the 
V0.8FeCoNiCu1.2 sample lies below RT (outside our measurement 
range). It is therefore not possible to correctly evaluate its transition 
temperature by the magnetic balance measurements. It can be 
concluded that samples containing 16 at. % V or more feature part of 
their magnetic transitions around RT and below. Therefore, addi-
tional temperature-dependent magnetization measurements were 
performed. Fig. 5b shows the normalized magnetization obtained for 
three samples: V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x (x = 0.0, 0.15 and 0.2) measured 
between 100 K and 400 K in an external field of 0.01 T. The insert in  
Fig. 5b shows the derivative of magnetization as a function of tem-
perature and is used to determine TC. 

Experimental TC values for the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu samples are shown 
in Table 4. A secondary step or a slight slope shift after the main 
magnetization decrease is observed, which evidences the presence 
of a secondary magnetic phase both in high and low temperature 
measurements. This response can be attributed to the secondary Cu- 
rich phase, with small concentration of FM 3d elements. As the 
magnetocaloric effect in such SOPT is directly related to the sharp-
ness of the magnetic transition, it is possible to conclude that the V- 
Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system is more promising for magnetocaloric applica-
tions than the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al system under the current conditions. 
To shed more light on the role of each element on the magnetic 
properties of V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x alloys, DFT calculations were per-
formed. 

The total and element resolved magnetic moments of 
V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x alloys as a function of V and Cu concentrations are 
listed in Table 4 in units of Bohr magnetons, µB. We can observe that 
the total magnetic moment per unit cell mtot increases from 0.59 µB 

for the equiatomic alloy to 0.82 µB for V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. This can be 
attributed to the change of the element resolved magnetic moments 
with V and Cu concentration. Fe, Co and Ni couple parallel to each 
other in all alloys and their moments increase with increasing Cu 
content. This is in line with the slight re-population of the 3d orbitals 

plotted in Fig. 7 due to a relative change in V/Cu concentration. It 
increases the population of the spin-up channel and decreases the 
population of the spin-down channel as observed for Fe, Co and Ni in 
V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75, compared with spin channel occupations in 
V1FeCoNiCu1. Due to a hybridisation of the 3d orbitals of V and Cu 
with the 3d orbitals of Fe, Co and Ni, induced magnetic moments 
appear on V as well as on Cu. While the magnetic moment on Cu is 
small and couples parallel to the moments of Fe, Co and Ni, the 
magnetic moment developed on V is larger and antiparallel to the 
rest of the moments. The small magnitude of mCu is due to the fully 
filled 3d-orbitals as presented in Fig. 7, which is a direct con-
sequence of the sd-hybridisation present in Cu. In contrast, V has a 
less than half-filled 3d orbital and therefore a large number of states 
at the Fermi energy (see Fig. 7). This makes V to be easily polarised 
and results in a moment of −0.48 µB, for V1FeCoNiCu1 which in-
creases to −0.93 µB, for V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. This increase of the mag-
netic moment is a consequence of the migration of the spin-up 
electrons into the spin-down channel. We then proceed to estimate 
TC and compare it to the experimental values. 

The calculated TC values are increasing with decreasing V con-
centration, from 220 K for the equiatomic alloy to 520 K for 
V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75, as shown in Table 4. This agrees with experi-
mental findings and is a consequence of the dilution of V in the SS  
[39]. The calculated Curie temperatures in Table 4 are consistently 
lower than the measured ones, and the difference increases with 
decreasing vanadium content, from 10 K for the equiatomic alloy to 
216 K for V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. Results presented here are obtained 
using LSDA, that is regarded as giving the lower bound for the values 
describing the magnetic properties. The generalized gradient ap-
proximations, for example the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange- 
correlation functional [57], gives larger values for calculated mag-
netization and estimated Curie temperatures. For the investigated 
alloys, we observe a 1.2 % constant shift towards higher moments 
and TC for each composition, and therefore the slope for the Tc 
variation with V/Cu concentration is not affected. Two factors may 
account for this discrepancy: (1) the difference between the ideal 

Fig. 6. Magnetization as a function of applied field for (a) VFeCoNiAl and (b) V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15.  

Table 4 
Total (mtot ) and element resolved (melement) magnetic moments in units of Bohr magnetons, µB , calculated and experimental Curie temperatures (TC) in K for a series of 
V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x alloys.           

Composition µm ( )Btot µm ( )BV µm ( )BFe µm ( )BCo µm ( )BNi µm ( )BCu calc. TC (K) exp. TC (K)  

V1FeCoNiCu1  0.59  -0.48  2.10  1.07  0.23  0.01  220  230 
V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15  0.62  -0.53  2.17  1.14  0.26  0.01  260  329 
V0.8FeCoNiCu1.2  0.64  -0.56  2.20  1.17  0.27  0.01  290  345 
V0.6FeCoNiCu1.4  0.70  -0.67  2.29  1.27  0.31  0.01  360  440 
V0.5FeCoNiCu1.5  0.73  -0.73  2.34  1.31  0.33  0.01  400  521 
V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75  0.82  -0.93  2.46  1.43  0.40  0.02  520  736 
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equilibrium alloys modelled by the theory and the multi-phase ex-
perimental samples. The change in V/Cu ratio affects the phase ratio 
between the main SS, Cu-rich SS and sigma-phase. This in turn 
modifies the composition of the main SS, further diverging from the 
nominal composition. The model also does not take into account the 
influence of defects i.e. local composition variations, local lattice 
relaxations, vacancies, stacking faults, etc.; (2) temperature-induced 
longitudinal fluctuations of the magnetic moments are not ac-
counted for, even though they are important to properly describe 
high temperature magnetism of 3d alloys [34]. However, while the 
above-mentioned factors may be important, the trend in the TC 

variation with concentration is well captured without taking them 
into account. Therefore, the complex description of high tempera-
ture magnetism and the effect of structural complexity on the 
magnetic properties of these alloys are left to another study. 

Field dependent measurements were carried out with an applied 
field of µ0H = 0–5 T at selected temperatures between 10 K and 
390 K in V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15, and are displayed in Fig. 6b. The mag-
netization as a function of applied field for the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu 
samples is different from the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al sample shown in Fig. 6a, 
as purely FM behaviour is seen in the measurements at 10 K. This is 
evidenced by a plateau at high magnetic fields, i.e., the sample 
reaches its saturation magnetization, Ms. In the isothermal mea-
surements performed at higher temperatures, magnetization dis-
plays a more paramagnetic character, as magnetization begins to 
increase linearly with the applied field. Note the presence of a 

secondary ferromagnetic phase in the M(H) curves as well, as some 
magnetization is retained at 390 K. Saturation magnetization values 
for V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 are higher than for the 5-element equiatomic 
alloy with Al; with Ms reaching up to 61 Am2/kg at 100 K, to ap-
proximately 29 Am2/kg at 390 K. We attribute this to the presence of 
the secondary phase with higher Ms. 

3.4. V0.85FeCoNiCu1.15 magnetocaloric properties and magnetic system 
description 

From the field dependent data shown previously, one can in-
directly obtain Sm from Eq. 1 between 100 and 390 K, and the re-
sults are shown in Fig. 8 for field changes of 0–1, 0–2 and 0–5 T, 
respectively. The whole transition from the main SS phase branches 
over this wide temperature range, peaking around RT (the biggest 
values are seen at T = 290 K). The maximum values are approxi-
mately 0.15, 0.3 and 0.75 J/kg.K for the 0–1, 0–2 and 0–5 T changes, 
respectively. Even though at higher temperatures a complete para-
magnetic state is not yet reached (as seen by the remaining mag-
netization in the field dependent magnetization curves in Fig. 6b), 
most of the sample has transitioned, leading to smaller Sm values 
after the peak around RT. Small variations between each tempera-
ture step can be seen that gives small deviations throughout the 
temperature range, which stems from a non-normalized micro-
structure with compositional variations across the main SS phase. 
However, the trend of the transition can be clearly seen across the 
studied temperature range. A similar behavior of Sm variations 
between temperature steps is seen in as-cast 
Mn0.89Cr0.3Fe0.5Co0.2Ni0.5Al0.3 HEA where despite these variations, 
the behavior of the transition is captured [20,58]. 

This influences the dM/dT values, which in turn causes a gradual 
decrease of the Smcurve, as seen from Eq. (1). The highest value of 
0.75 J/kg.K for a field change of 5 T is comparable to what has been 
reported for ccp HEAs featuring a SOPT, such as Cr-containing 
CrFeCoNiPdx and CrFeCoNiAlx [20,59]. Nevertheless, the value is 
lower than the Mn27Cr7Ni33Ge25Si8 SOPT HEA and 
Mn22Fe22Ni22Ge17Si17 FOPT HEA, which are modifications of the 
MM’X alloy systems containing hexagonal or orthorhombic struc-
tures [60,61]. In order to gain a better understanding of the magnetic 
order in the as-cast V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu alloys, pair exchange integrals 
( Jij) were calculated by means of DFT. 

In metals featuring SOPTs, Sm values arise from the demagne-
tization of the magnetic moments from direct exchange interactions 

Fig. 7. Element resolved density of states. Black lines represent VFeCoNiCu and red 
lines represent V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. Density of states are weighted with the con-
centration of each element. 

Fig. 8. Isothermal magnetic entropy change for V0.85 FeCoNiCu1.15 between 100 
and 390 K. 
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between the atom pairs at TC. To describe the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system, 
the calculated magnetic exchange integrals are plotted in Figs. 9 and 
10. A general observation is that the exchange integrals show an 
oscillatory behaviour with distance and decay after about 1.5 lattice 
parameter units (5th coordination shell). Also, all interactions in-
crease with decreasing V content. The strongest FM couplings can be 
found between the magnetic elements Fe and Co, i.e., JFeFe, JFeCo and 
JCoCo (see Fig. 9). They become stronger with decreasing V con-
centration, which is in line with the increase of local magnetic 
moments of these elements. Since Ni possesses only a small mag-
netic moment, it also shows a weaker FM coupling with itself and 
with Fe and Co (see Fig. 9 for JFeNi, JCoNi and J )NiNi . 

The magnetic coupling between Cu, V, and the magnetic ele-
ments as well as for Cu-Cu, Cu-V and V-V pairs is negligible and 

therefore not shown. However, we find a large negative nearest 
neighbour coupling for Fe and Co with V (see Fig. 10) that increases 
with decreasing V content that becomes comparable in size to the 
JFeFe, JFeCo and JCoCo exchange integrals for V0.25FeCoNiCu1.75. 

In disordered materials such as HEAs, the high number of possible 
parallel and antiparallel magnetic couplings surrounding each ele-
ment creates different magnetic configurations in neighbouring co-
ordination shells. This leads to a distribution of exchange interactions 
and consequently magnetic ordering temperatures that result in 
broad magnetic transitions that span a large range of temperatures. 
This behaviour may be further complicated by non-normalized mi-
crostructures common in regular solidification processes. In them, a 
deviation from a random SS occurs leading to inhomogeneities or 
ordering. This results in micro segregation in clusters within a SS 
phase or in some cases, the formation of secondary phases. All of this 
can contribute negatively, lowering the total entropy change. This 
non-normalized microstructure featuring composition gradients 
within the SS yields a distribution of TC values, which in turn lowers 
the maximum Sm values. This negative influence of microstructure 
can be minimized by applying different processing routes, as has been 
reported for rapidly-solidified MnFeCoNiCu [29]. The use of processes 
inducing fast cooling can minimize the dwelling time in such diffu-
sion-activated regimes, and thus reducing inhomogeneities. 

On the other hand, adequate heat treatments can be employed on 
certain alloys to increase the change in magnetization with respect 
to temperature ( )M

T
. By inducing the formation of intermetallics or 

ordered phases that enable strong ferromagnetic interactions, it is 
possible to modify the material and thus increase ( )M

T
. In the Cr- 

based HEA Cr0.5FeCoNi0.5Alx, the neighborhood of Fe changes from a 
disordered SS that contains Fe, Co, Ni, Cr and Al to one where Fe is 
precipitated into Fe-Cr nanoparticles [26,30]. This precipitate con-
tributes ferromagnetically due to an exchange coupling with the 
surrounding FM Al-Ni-Co matrix. Due to this particular micro-
structure, Sm values are higher (~0.5 J/kg.K at μoH = 2 T) than for 
HEAs that feature completely disordered structures. We believe that 
similar strategies can be employed to improve the characteristics of 
the magnetic SOPTs in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu HEAs presented here. 

4. Conclusions 

V1−xFeCoNiAl1+x and V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x HEAs were explored as 
candidates for magnetic refrigeration applications. Compositions 
were chosen in agreement with well-known properties in the lit-
erature. SS phase formation guidelines based on literature results 
were compared with the CALPHAD method and with experimental 
results of the processed alloys. The alloys studied were all in an as- 
cast state. Compounds in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al system are monophasic 
and crystallize in a bcc lattice and tend to order themselves as B2 
structures as Al content increases. The V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu system fea-
tures a main SS, a Cu-rich SS, and a V-containing intermetallic phase. 
Due to a limit of Cu solubility in the main SS, Cu segregates into a 
secondary Cu-rich phase. 

The thermodynamic parameters help to establish a first evalua-
tion of proposed V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al and V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu HEAs before 
processing, thus helping to determine mono/multiphasic composi-
tions that can yield interesting properties. The CALPHAD calculations 
differ from experimental results due to samples being in a me-
tastable condition in their as-cast state. However, the predictions 
made from CALPHAD for phase composition and presence in diffu-
sion activated regimes (high temperatures) is very similar to what is 
seen in the as-cast samples. 

A substitution of V by Al or Cu raises magnetic transition tem-
peratures for both systems. The Al-containing alloys feature a broad 

Fig. 9. Magnetic exchange integrals between the magnetic elements Fe, Co and Ni as a 
function of atomic distance for a series of V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x (x = 0, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.75) 
samples. 

Fig. 10. Magnetic exchange integrals between Fe and V, and Co and V, respectively, as 
a function of atomic distance for a series of V1−xFeCoNiCu1+x (x = 0, 0.15, 0.2, and 0.75) 
samples. 
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magnetic transition that spans more than 400 K. They also exhibit 
lower magnetization change values than the Cu-containing alloys. 
This is attributed to the presence of paramagnetic Al and V, as well 
as big compositional gradients in their microstructure. The Cu- 
containing samples feature a magnetic transition that spans 150 K 
with higher magnetization value changes, which makes the V-Fe-Co- 
Ni-Cu alloys better candidates for magnetocaloric applications than 
the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Al alloys. An analysis of the magnetic exchange in-
teractions in the V-Fe-Co-Ni-Cu alloys by means of DFT shows strong 
FM interactions between Fe, Co and Ni and negligible interactions 
between Cu-Cu, Cu-V and V-V pairs. There exists a large anti-
ferromagnetic coupling between Fe-V and Co-V pairs that tends to 
lower the ferromagnetic character of the samples. 

As it is known, derivatives of magnetization with temperature are 
an adequate indication of the magnetocaloric effect in SOPT mate-
rials; rather low derivative values for Al and Cu containing samples 
lead to isothermal magnetic entropy changes, ΔSm, that are com-
parable to those observed in Mn- and Cr-containing HEAs. However, 
the values are lower when compared to the magnetocaloric effect of 
orthorhombic/hexagonal HEAs featuring p-block elements. 

HEAs for magnetocaloric applications are typically employed in 
their as-cast state, which might not yield the best results. Thermo- 
mechanical treatments may change phase morphology and control 
metallurgical processes such as recovery, recrystallization or pre-
cipitation, which can lead to different magnetic exchange phe-
nomena in multiphasic systems. Such possibilities are not common 
in rare earth intermetallics, which are typically brittle. This could 
lead to improved magnetocaloric properties in such versatile tran-
sition metal systems. Furthermore, the low manufacturing cost of 3d 
metal based HEAs compared to rare earth-based materials should 
make them attractive candidates for magnetocaloric energy devices. 

The search for new HEA candidate materials with suitable MCE 
properties could be performed by a combined CALPHAD and DFT 
methodology. In the first step, CALPHAD calculations are performed 
to predict compositions of solid solutions present and possible in-
termetallics. In the second step, DFT calculations are employed to 
estimate the magnetic moments from equilibrium phases. However, 
only through experimental work on promising candidates will it be 
possible to evaluate the true performance of HEAs for magnetoca-
loric energy conversion. 

The field of HEA research for magnetocaloric applications is still 
very young. The complex magnetic interactions in such disordered 
systems are still not completely understood, while crystal structures 
and microstructures depend strongly on processing conditions and 
are easily modifiable. The full potential of HEAs for magnetocaloric 
energy conversion around RT can only be reached through careful 
control of their elemental composition and microstructure. 
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